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Alcoholics Anonymous
Responsibility Pledge
I am responsible whenever
anyone, anywhere, reaches
out for help, I want the hand
of AA always to be there, and
for that I am responsible
~Declaration of 30th

Anniversary International Convention,
1965

Inside this issue:

By Crystal B, Sun City

I’m Crystal, and I’m an alcoholic. My sobriety date is 8/14/2011 and I drank
for 27 years. For at least 24 of those years, I knew I was an alcoholic. I knew
about A.A. I knew about all the other 12 step programs. Yet I continued to
drink. I thought the only thing required of me was to be aware of my alcoholism. I loved booze. I loved the happiness it brought me! I loved the freedom it
brought me and the relief I felt after drinking. Yes, for many years I could
stop. Even though it was only for a few days or weeks at a time, I thought
that just knowing I was an alcoholic would save me somehow. I didn’t understand there was a completely different way of life out there. I didn’t have any
comprehension of the incredible, beautiful world of recovery available to me.
I didn’t understand how my body, perception and character had been badly
burned and warped by alcohol. “I haven’t gotten drunk in at least a week but
look, my life still sucks! Nothing is better! I like it better drunk!” I was so angry all the time. So impatient. I wanted it all and I wanted it now. I know now
that I was “restless, irritable and discontent…” I had no other solution but to
drink. Over the years, my alcoholism progressed into a life of misery, blame,
grief and rage. I was a victim to everything and to everyone and I hated living.
I knew that having just one drink would make me want more but I didn’t
know that was called an “obsession”. From a very young age, I loved the
booze crowds! I loved keg parties, live bands and shots, honky-tonks, parties
and dirty hole-in-the-wall, dark stinky bars. I could drink in the dark from
place to place, no one caring how much I drank, never having to spend my
own money or drive myself around. I purposely surrounded myself with people that would enable and allow this behavior. I was very uncomfortable at
special occasion parties or fancy socials where ladies were expected to behave with good manners and charm. I’d have the obligatory glass of wine or
champagne and do the best I could to control my drinking but more times
than not, I found myself on pins and needles watching the waitstaff waiting
for another drink, and another, and another.
Continued ...
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Other times I was dashing to the bar
and hiding from my husband as I broke
my promise of not drinking yet again. I
chased after that ease and comfort of
yet another drink.

weekend and booze was everywhere!
There were parties, loud laughter,
drunk people, smoke and music! There
were abandoned drinks without cigarette butts in them that would have
been perfect for the picking! It was my
It was a few years into my sobriety bealcoholic dream come true! However,
fore I could grasp the notion of exactly
as I stood among the drunks in the elehow the obsession manifested in me
vator on the way up to my room, the
personally. I heard your stories, I relatsmell of them repulsed me. I was
ed to them, but that was as far as the
sloshed with a spill, I felt disgusted and
connection went. They told me “Look
wiped my arm clean yet smiled at the
for the similarities” I did that easily. I
apologetic drunks. Later after I showrelated to all your stories, but I couldn’t
ered, a feeling of deep love and gratimake any emotional connection to mytude for my sobriety washed over me in
self. It was as if I was outside looking in.
a way that I will never forget. For the
I could see that you had what I wanted,
first time in my life I felt as if I was in the
but I couldn’t get into that solution. It
right place at the right time. I felt safe, I
was only when I got a sponsor, and I
felt I could care for myself and I felt
started to do the step work and really
hopeful. God is so good. I was very
dig in, that I would get these God shots
aware in that moment that despite the
or sudden realizations of my truth. A
availability and circumstances, despite
flood of understanding and emotion
the emotional upheavals and rearrangethat can only come when I can truly see
ments I had experienced in that torand feel myself in your story and then
turous two years of sobriety, I did not
connect with how it relates personally
have the obsession to drink. What a
to me. That’s how the program of Alcomoment. I did not have the obsession to
holics Anonymous works for me. If I
drink. For the first time since I was fourdon’t do the work, I cannot have the
teen, I, me, my soul, my spirit, my inner
awakening the book talks about. For
most self, DID NOT HAVE THE OBSESme that awakening comes in moments.
SION TO DRINK.
“Sometimes quickly and sometimes
slowly”, as the book says but it has alAt times in sobriety, I sometimes feel
ways materialized when I have done the like drinking. Usually it’s behind an
work.
emotion I either don’t want to feel or an
emotion that I want to feel more of.
I can distinctly remember the moment
Because I’ve done the work, I know that
that I first realized that the obsession
what I really feel is restless, irritable and
had been lifted. I had just admitted my
discontent and I know I have a solution
daughter to an out-of-state hospital for
that works today and that the work cona 6 month stay. I was about 2 years sotinues to be a necessity.
ber, emotionally beaten, alone in an
unfamiliar state, and very depressed.
Just being aware that I am an alcoholic
The hospital had paid for an overnight
is not enough for me to stay sober. Just
stay for me and it just so happened that going to meetings is not enough for me,
they reserved a room in a casino hotel personally, to stay sober. Just being of
during the month of August. There were service is not enough for me to stay
several wedding receptions and class
sober. I must continually put my best
reunions that were well attended that
foot forward each day being armed with
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the facts about myself! I’ve only been
able to know my true self through doing
the work my sponsor has asked me to
do. Being willing allows me to feel the
serenity I crave. I must pray daily to enjoy a relationship with my Higher Power
who brings all the work together for my
well-being. I must constantly think of
others and their well-being even when I
don’t like them. I must see where my
character can be better and when I get
jammed up with rage, resentment, jealousy or grief, I must work with another
alcoholic as all else has absolutely failed
me.
I didn’t understand what my fellows
meant when they said, “I have a life
beyond my wildest dreams”. I am
starting to get a glimpse of that today. I
have ease and comfort without a drink.
I still have dark times which have turned
to growth opportunities. I am healing a
little more everyday and I get to help
others heal as well. I love my sober life
and you can too whether you have been
sober 1 minute, 1 day, 1 month, 1 year
or many years. Not drinking is only the
beginning and there is so much more
waiting.
With love and gratitude for this wonderful fellowship, I thank you for being part
of my recovery and allowing me to be
part of yours!
Crystal B.
Editor & Publisher
Temecula Valley Gratitude Gazette
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Step Six: Defects and Short Comings
A lot of Credibility Leads to Integrity
Sometimes the wording used in The Big Book and in The Twelve
Steps and Twelve Traditions mean something different to
individuals often based on how they evolved with respect to
Religion, Agnosticism, Atheism and other developmental
histories. This may be confusing to many of us, especially Step
Six in the 12X12 as it talks of God removing these defects of
character the way God removed the obsession to drink.
In simple terms I try to word the Step Six process in a way
anyone can understand it. My goal is not to offend anyone by
being over simplistic. Almost all our actions and behaviors stem
from our thinking. When our thinking is of a fearful nature, we
are bound to make bad decisions in an effort to defend
ourselves. The defects we identify in the step four inventory,
disclose in step five and address in step six, are biproducts of our
fears and insecurities and are of a spiritual nature as in our inner
self. The shortcomings we address in step seven are of a
material nature (actions and behaviors) that result from those
fears and insecurities. If, in the program, we discover a defect of
character and address it properly the short coming diminishes
and becomes irrelevant.
A simpler way I try to describe this process is as follows: Suppose
you purchased a new car and drove off the lot and as you
reached the first stop sign you hit the brakes, the car slowed
down but did not stop as it should and drifted out into the
intersection. You then returned to the car lot and explained
what happened, they checked it out and discovered that the
wrong brakes were installed at the factory. They agreed to
correct the mistake. This time when you drove away and
approached the stop sign the car stopped as it was supposed to,
and it also stopped at every other stop sign or red light. Once
the defect was identified and corrected, the short coming went
away.
I look at defects as the unseen part of our makeup such as:
thoughts, motives, fears, feelings, ego, conscience, and so on. I
look at shortcomings as the results of those inner thoughts and
feelings such as: gossip, lying, verbal abuse, cheating, theft,
neglect, and so on. In step four we identified our defects of
character (fear and Insecurity) and in step five we owned and
exposed them.
In Step Six and Seven we start to replace our selfish and
shameful thoughts and motives with unselfish habits and deeds.

By Rick R, Poway
There’s no need to overcomplicate the process. As we begin to
stay on the unselfish side of the behavioral ledger, we begin to
establish a new track record and if all our motives are of an
unselfish spirit, we start to establish some credibility, which, in
time, leads to integrity. If individuals employ the dynamics, I
described in Step Six and Seven, he/she will be a different
person, in Spirit, when they reach the ninth step and it will make
it much easier to make amends backed up by a mountain of
integrity.
The steps of the program are numbered in order, for a reason
and if a person is struggling with one of these steps it might be
wise to backup and be sure that they didn’t skimp on an earlier
step or leave out something important. If an Alcoholic has a
desire to live a happy and useful life, the steps of the program
are a pathway to achieve that goal provided they stick with the
plan. Not everything will go our way in the beginning but, if we
persist, in time things will go exceptionally well. In the words of
Preacher Roe: “Sometimes you eat the Bear, Sometimes the
Bear eats you”. I say, “Perseverance will always eat the Bear”!

Member Spotlight!
I am Looking for someone you know (including you!) that is
a great example of recovery! One local member will be
interviewed and featured every month!
Nominate your sponsor, friend, sponsee, speaker (or yourself) that has made a significant impact on your sobriety!
Nominees must be a sober member of AA.
Send your nominations with a brief example of the impact
this person has made on your recovery. Please include
their email address or phone number. Thanks!
Also searching for the following recovery related material:



Cartoons/Jokes



Art



Poetry



Photographs (no faces)

Submissions MUST be original and submitted by the owner
of the material.
Send submissions to Crystal B.
cmbraddock10@gmail.com
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Tradition 6:
“An A.A. group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the A.A. name to any related facility or outside enterprise, lest
problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary purpose.”
Experience proved that we could not endorse any related enterprise no matter how good. We could not be all
things to all men. We saw that we could not lend the A.A. name to any outside activity.

- Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions
Concept 6: “On behalf of A.A. as a whole,
our General Service Conference has the
principal responsibility for the maintenance
of our world services, and it traditionally
has the final decision respecting large
matters of general policy and finance. But
the Conference also recognizes that the
chief initiative and the active responsibility
in most of these matters should be
exercised primarily by the Trustee members
of the Conference when they act among
themselves as the General Service Board of

Step 6: “Were entirely ready to have God remove all these
defects of character.”
Step Six necessary to spiritual growth. The beginning of a
lifetime job recognition of difference between striving for
objective and perfection. Why we must keep trying. “Being
ready” is all-important. Necessity of taking action. Delay is
dangerous. Rebellion may be fatal. Point at which we
abandoned limited objectives and moved toward god's will for
us.
- Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions

Alcoholics Anonymous. “

-The Twelve Concepts for World Service

H&I Committee
Meeting
TVCO Board Meeting

Mid So-Cal Area
Meeting

District 17 GSR
Meeting

Intergroup Meeting

1st Monday 7:30 Temecula Valley Alano Club
pm
27470 Commerce Center Dr.
1st Tuesday
6:30pm

Central Office

2nd Sunday
9:30am

See the MSCA website
http://msca09aa.org/

41340 Pear Street Suite 1
Murrieta, CA 92562

2nd Tues 6:30pm Springs Church
Visitors Wel41735 Winchester Rd #C
come!
Temecula, CA 92590
3rd Tuesday
6:45pm

United Methodist Church, Murrieta
24652 Adams St, Murrieta, CA
(At Kalmia & Adams)
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A letter from Peoria to Minneapolis, 1945
A.C. Hyde Realtor
Complete and Personalized Real Estate Service
1901 Prospect Road, Peoria, Illinois
Phones 2-5522, 2-0445, 2-4304
Friday the Thirteenth, 1945

Dear Barry,
Ever since returning home I've been anxious to write all of you and thank you for including me in your Kare Phree
outing. To put it very mildly, I had one helluva fine time and was certainly delighted to meet such an outstanding
gang of really worthwhile guys and gals. Not only did I have a wonderful time, but your Nicollet Group certainly
gives me, and in turn the Peoria Gang a real goal to shoot at.
In my usual slow and cautious manner I have proceeded to sell the Peoria Group on the Nicollet Group. Tomorrow
night we all meet to vote the adoption of your by-laws, slightly altered to fit local conditions. Sunday afternoon at
4:30 our first class in the 12 steps begins. We're all attending the first series of classes so we'll all be on an even
footing; we anticipate losing quite a few fair-weather A.A. hangers-on in the elimination automatically imposed by
the rule that these classes must be attended. This elimination we anticipate with a wee feeling of suppressed
pleasure inasmuch as we are all extremely fed up with running a free drunk taxi and sobering-up service. Continuing in my aforementioned cautious manner, I rented some potentially fine club rooms so we'll have a nice spot for
a fresh start. If the by-laws aren't adopted and they decide to blunder along in the manner of the past, I shall have
rather spacious rooms for my one man meetings. There's slight chance the rules wont be adopted, however, as
90% of the boys I've talked to are tickled with the Nichollet idea. (By the way, howinell do you spell Nicollet?)
I've raved about your great city so much that now my wife is hounding me to go back to Minneapolis and find a
house and we'll move up there. Does Minneapolis need a high-powered Real Estate promoter in its midst? This is
beginning to get serious and I kinda like the idea myself. Guess I'll come up there in a week or so, attend your
Thursday, Friday and Saturday meetings and look into the real estate business. (Again my slow and cautious manner shows itself.)
Well, Izzak Walton Collins, please extend my heartiest thanks to your wife, Don Kenyon, and all the rest of your
great gang for having me up and showing me some real A.A. in action.
Best regards to you all,
Bud

4130 Pear St., Suite 1
Murrieta, CA 92562
951-677-1535
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Central Office Outreach
Committee
The Outreach Committee is comprised of A.A.
volunteers that visit meetings throughout our
district.
When a committee member visits meetings,
especially those that are not represented at
Intergroup, they will often make an
announcement inviting the meeting to participate
at the monthly Intergroup meeting by electing a
representative.
Each group has the “right of participation” as
described in Concept 4 and once your meeting has
attended two consecutive Intergroup Meetings,
your meeting gains the privilege of voting.

If you are looking for a service commitment, this
is a great place to start. The more meeting
participation we have at Intergroup, the more able
we are to provide the much needed 12 Step
services to the alcoholics in our district.

Gratitude Gazette
Committee
Another way to be of service with Central Office
is to be part of the Gratitude Gazette. We are
looking for writers who would enjoy interviewing
members for stories regarding their recovery. We
need writers to attend A.A. events throughout the
district and submit their reviews! Visit meetings
and write about their format or interesting ways
that attracts members to their group. Write about
a meeting’s history or unique contribution to the
valley.
The Gazette is also accepting original cartoons,
encouraging one-liners, gratitude lists, anonymous
photography and original art. The minimum
submission accepted is three complete sentences.

Write On, People!
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How Central Office Serves
During the day, your Central Office keeps the
doors open to assist recovering and suffering AA
members alike and provide the following services:
 We provide the Big Book & the 12x12
 Grapevine Publications & Other Assorted

Literature
 Chips & Newcomer Packets.
 Meeting Schedules
 Information for other Central Offices
 24 Hour Hotline
 Organizes 12 Step Calls

Your office manager organizes volunteers, makes
sure the office is a healthy place for all, keeps your
accounting data accurate, and safe guards your
inventory.
The office manager is there to support the groups
and the individual members of our fellowship.
We make and distribute your meeting schedules
and we publish the Gratitude Gazette. Twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week, volunteers take
calls from suffering alcoholics and organize 12 step
calls. The phone line and special call-forwarding are
paid for by your central office contributions.

Please ask at your next business meeting if
you are contributing monthly to your Central
Office. Being self-supporting means not only paying
for your rent and coffee, but also paying for the
services you receive through Central Office.

If your group has stopped
contributing (or never started), please
bring it up at your next business
meeting and take a group conscious.
Let us know when and how we can
help.
~Your Central Office Team
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Founder’s Day
Submitted by Charlene H.
What is Founders Day and why is it so important to our local
fellowship??
A business trip to Akron, Bill W
A short-term job opportunity takes Bill to Akron, Ohio. In the lobby of
his hotel, he finds himself fighting the urge to join the conviviality in
the bar. He contacts a church posted on the wall with the aim of
finding someone who might lead him to an alcoholic with whom he
could talk. A phone call to Episcopal minister Rev. Walter Tunks
results in a referral to Henrietta Seiberling, a committed Oxford Group
adherent who has tried for two years to bring a fellow group member,
a prominent Akron surgeon, to sobriety.
Men on a Mission
Dr. Bob lapses into drinking again but quickly recovers. The day widely
known as the date of Dr. Bob’s last drink, June 10, 1935, is celebrated
as the founding date of Alcoholics Anonymous. Dr. Bob and Bill spend
hours working out the best approach to alcoholics, a group known to
be averse to taking directions. Realizing that thinking of sobriety for a
day at a time makes it seem more achievable than facing a lifetime of
struggle, they hit on the twenty-four hour concept.

"I can't, He can, I think I'll let Him."
~Bob
“Say what you mean, mean what you
say but don’t say it mean.”
~Laura
“Anger is just a cover up for being
afraid”
~ Nelly
“Being miserable is an option, so is
being happy.”
~Garth
“Plan plans but let go of outcomes.”
~Phil
“Grateful for the acceptance I
received as a newcomer”
~Anonymous
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Upcoming Events & Office News
Service Opportunities

Mark Your Calendar!


Founder’s Day 6/8/2019 5pm (flyer attached)



Sober Soapbox 7/7/19 2-3pm Arrid Club
The first Sunday of each Month at 2pm. the Arrid Club hosts
an open mic. Sponsored by the A.R.T.S. meeting, members
and friends read poetry, display visual art, sing songs, tell
jokes, and devise ever increasing creative engagements with
an audience of their peers.





Chili Cookoff 7/20/19 Murrieta Comm. Center
WTWSR 9/6-9/8/19 (flyer attached)
Liberty Bells Campout 10/11—10/13/19 (flyer
attached)



Central Office Volunteer. Shifts open! Please
contact Ken for more info 951-677-1535



12 Step calls—Add your name to the 12 Step Call
list. Male & female Spanish speaking volunteers
needed.

Volunteer List

7. Laura L

1. Bert

8. Tony

2. Terri

9. Cheryl

3. Debi

10. Nikki

4. Maricella

11. Chris

5. John W

12. Terry

6. James

13. Jesse
14.

YOUR NAME HERE

Central Office Activity February 2019
Phone Calls: 245
"Welcome, I remember my first meeting.
I came as Batman."
—David L., Rio Rancho, N.M.

Walk-Ins: 220
Purchases: 215
Website Visits: 3765

Reprinted from the Grapevine March 2014

A word of thanks goes out to all of you who
donate your time, your money, your resources
and
yourself.
When you give of yourself, you get out of
yourself. None of us would be here without the
willingness and gifts from each other.

Thank you for all you do!

will·ing·ness
/ˈwiliNGnəs/

Noun: The quality or state
of being prepared to do something;
Readiness

